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_' ABSTRACT
)
_ The feasibility and application of hybrid rocket propulsion to outer-
planet orbiter missions is assessed in this study and guidelines regarding
_:.: future development are provided. A Jupiter Orbiter Mission was selected for
I_: evaluation because it is the earliest planetary mission which may require ad-
_- vanced chemical propulsion. Mission and spacecraft characteristics which
_ affect the selection and design of propulsion subsystems are presented. Alter-
native propulsion subsystems, including space-storable bipropellant liquids, a
_. solid/monopropellant vernier, and a hybrid, are con'.pared on the basis ofperformance, reliability, and cost. The compar'sons which assess perfor-
m, mance, reliability, and cost independently do not yield a conclusive evaluation
of each alternative propulsion subsystem's competitive position. This handi-
cap was overcome by comparing the alternative propulsion subsystems with a
cost-effectiveness model which combines the above three variables into a
single parameter. Cost-effectiveness comparisons are made for a range of
assumptions including variation in (1) the level of need for spacecraft per-
formance {determined in part by launch vehicle injected mass capability), and
(2) achievable reliability at corresponding costs. The results indicated that
the hybrid and space-storable bipropellant mechanizations are competitive.
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'_J I. SUMMARY
_" The objectives of the hybrid study were to (4) High accuracy, low thrust capability for
_, assess the feasibilityand application of hybrid multiple, sm_ll trajectory correction
:'. propulsion to planetary missions and to provide maneuvers.
guidelines regarding future development.
_ Additional conclusions of this study are based
A hybrid which uses a throttling monopropel- on performance (mass), reliability, cost, and
: lant vernier subsystem for thrust vector control cost-effectiveness comparisons. A comparison
(TVC) was compared with two liquid-bipropellant of the hybrid/monopropellant vernier system with
designs (OF_/B)H_, Fz/N_H _) and a beryllium the competing designs on the basis of performance,
i solid/monop_op_ll_nt verm_er_configuration. The reliability, and cost provided the following results:
: OF2/B2H 6 design is a conventional liquid-liquid
bipropellant, whereas the Fz/NzH 4 is capable of (I) The hybrid/mono has good performance,
both monopropellant and bipropellant operation, equivalent to the dual-mode F2/N2H,_ ,
i.e., dual mode. The solid/mono alternative is considerably better than the Be solid'/
basically the same as the hybrid/monopropellant mono, but poorer than the OFz/diborane
vernier configuration with the exception that a fixed bipropellant.
impulse, burn-to-completlon, berylliumized
solid-propellant motor is substituted for the hybrid. (2) The hybrid/mono has the poorest relia-
bility_ due primarily to the numerous
The major conclusions of this study are the components in the monpropellant
following. The most obvious area of improvement vernier ':ubsystem.
of the hybrid/mono is to eliminate the throttling
monopropel]ant vernier subsystem. In doing so, (3) The hybrid/mono has intermediate costt
the reliabilityand performance would be improved higher than the Be solid/mono, but lower
ii' such that the hybrid could become the preferred than the bipropellant liquids.
subsystem and so could influence the final choice.
, Elimination ¢,fthe vernier subsystem will require
the hybrid t_"provide those functions previously C,._mparisGns based on performance, cost,
implemented with the verniers. Major develop- and reliability independently do not yield conclu-
ments confronting the hybrid would then be: sions regarding the hybrid_s relative merits.
Cost-effectiveness techniques allow combination
(l) Demonstration of a nozzle to withstand of these parameters into one parameter giving a
long burn times and multiple restarts, more effective comparison. The four advanced
propulsion concepts were then compared under
(2) Demonstration of a £rain capable of five specific conditions. They are:
multiple starts in space with long periods
of space exposure between burns.
(1) Propulsion performance when spacecraft
(3) Thrust vector control, mass is important.
!
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• " (a) Low-propulsion rellabiDty. The hybrid/mono is not competitive with the
other three alternatives when mass is not con-
',: " " _ (b) High-propulsion reliability• Mraining (excess launch vehicle capability) and
"" ':'., '_, I when each design does not require high reliability.
",'" - . =" .i (2) Propulsion performance when spacecraft Under the same constraint on performance, all
.... ' ' _ mass is of reduced importance, systems considered are equivalent when high
• .: .:; reliability is required.
"..'."!'. "":_" ".";., (a) Low-propulsion reliability. Contemporary propellant technology repro-
"' sents lower cost and less development risk than
(b) High-propulsion reliability, advanced propulsion and would be more favorable
(3) Contemporary propellant technology than advanced propellant subsystems when masshas reduced importance and cost and reliability
versus advanced propulsion, have greater importance,
Results of these comparisons are as follows. Since it is not possible to discern at this t_rne
The hybrid/monopropellant vernier alternative how important spacecraft mass will be, future
with a requirement for high reliability and when developments must be tailored to the case when
spacecraft mass is important is competitive from mass is important, so that if this case should
a cost-effectiveness viewpoint with the liquid- result, the propulsion subsystems needed will be
propulsion options considered. The berylliumized developed. Also, it is clear that reliability is very
: solid/monopropellant vernier design is generally important to long-term missions• Under these con-
"" -' • not competitive with the hybrid/mono except when ditions it can thus be concluded that hybrid propul-
"" ' "" " : _ mass has reduced importance (for example, sion is competitive with other advanced propulsion
r excess launch vehicle capability), subsystems for outer-planet orbiter missions.
: :,. . :"¢.'
" "' -_4' "- _
.-:._" _" _. •_
-:.:.::,!:."?:i.::l
_,. _-_.,, ._.
.._ :___I •
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II. GROUNDRULES &ND CONSTRAINTS
This report presents mission anti spacecraft These vehicle combinations represent uprating in
characteristirs that affect the selection and design both the 305-cm (120-in.)l-diameter solid strap-
of propulsion subsystems for use in outer-planet on rockets (5 versus 7 segments) and upper stage
orbiters. '£hese missions were selected since propulsion (Burner-IIclass versus fluorine/'
they are the earliest missions which may require hydrogen).
advanced chemical propulsion ,_ystems. The spe-
cific propulsion numerical values presented here The propulsion mechanizations studied were:
apply to a 1981-1982 Jupiter Orbiter Mission, al-
though a 1984 Saturn Orbiter Mission was also in- (1) Hybrid/monopropellant verniers.
vestigated. The same type of maneuvers and
mechanizations apply to a Saturn Orbiter, even (2) Beryllium solid/monopropellant
though it offers its own peculiar complications, verniers.
Material used for this gtudy was drawn from the
Outer Planet Orbiter Study(Ref. 1), carried out (3) OF2/B2H 6 bipropellant liquid.
at the 3et Propulsion Laboratory and from asso-
ciated studies (Refs. 2 and 3). Because of the lira- (4) F2/N2H 4 dual-mode liquid.
ited duration of the study, only planetary orbiter
propulsion subsystems were considered. How- The hydrazine attitude propulsion subsystem
ever, propulsion includes subsystems which corn- included in Ref. 1, because of p.'opellant sharing
bine trajectory correction, retro, and subsequent with the main propulsion subsystem, i, ':or in-
in-orbit changes, eluded in this analysis, although subsy_,, ms hav-
The spacecraft injected mass was const ined ing monopropellant on board could bene:" by sh_r-
to be within the capability of Titan-based launch ing tankage with the attitude propulsion system.
vehicles with appropriate upper stages. Since The study approach consisted of comparing
this is a study of a mission 10 yr in th_ future, ehe hybrid with competing propulsion candidates.there is considerable uncertainty as to launch ve-
They were first compared on the basis of per-
hicle performance in that era, availability of formance, reliability, and cost. Then, to gain
stages, and eventual spacecraft hardware weight, added insight, cost-effectiveness techniques were
Hence, the study has considered the Titan IIID used to evaluate the alternative subsystems. The
(T-IIID) laur.ch vehicle family, including: ..Jst-effectiveness technique utilized is outlined
(1) T-HID (1205)/C/B-II. in Ref. 4 where trajectory correction propulsion
alternatives were compared for the Grand Tour
(2) T-IIID (1205)/C/F2-H 2. spacecraft. The cost-effectiveness methodology
trades off mass (performance), R&D and hard-
(3) T-HID (1207)/C/B-II. ware costs, and reliability. The importance and
effect of the se parameters we re evaluated under
(4) T-IIID (1207)/C/F2-H2. varying pt'ogram constraints.
i I
Values in cuslonary units are included in p_rcnthese8 after values in S! (International System) units if
the ©ust_na='y units were used in the measus_entonts or calculations.
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,,J "_. III. PROPULSION PEQUIREMENTS
' " : A. Mission Characteristics adequate capability exists at Jupiter Orbiter C3's;
-.;':.'" i however, the Saturn Mission is still questionable.
. ." ' The propulsion subsystem must provide the
"' "; impulse for in-transit course corrections, typi- The T-IIID(1207)/C/B-II class of vehicle pro-
, cally post-earth and pre-encounter with the planet, rides adequate capability for Jupiter, but is inade-
'f;'._ ...i and the impulseto establish the desired planeto- quote for Saturn; whereas the T-IIID(I207)/C/
centric orbit change from the hyperbolic approach Fz/H 2 combination provides more than adequate
". trajectory. After establishing the prescrlbed capability for both missions.
: orbit, subsequent orbital apsides adjustment will
he provided by a discrete number of small impulse Therefore, one can see the conditions when
expenditures. _or the purpose of this report, the spacecraft propulsion performance is critical
propulsive maneuvers are categorized chronolog- (whenever launch vehicle capability is "uj__ade-
ically as (I) post-injection near earth, (2) pre- quate or marginal) and the conditions a which
encounter, near Jupiter or Saturn, (3) orbit inser- spacecraft performance is not constraining (when
tion, and (4) post-insertion, more than sufficient launch vehicle capability
exists). With the launch vehicle unresolved, the
Mission characteristics for the selected need for a high-performance spacecraft propulsion
Jupiter Orbiter Mission are summarized in Table I subsystem is unresolved, However, to allow for
and a mission profile shewing when each burn all possibilities, advanced development should
occurs is schewatically represented in Fig. I. stress high-performance spacecraR propulsion
-"!_.'!" The mission is approximately 5 yr in duration: subsystems so that they will be available if needed.
• ..';t. 2 yr in transit,and 3 yr in orbit. Total AV
_. ,, required by this mission is 1781 m/s. The total C. Functional Requirement
." .._ guid,'._ncecorrection AV is equal to 104 m/s and is
'."'*_. used to correct for flight p_'_therrors. Post orbit The functional objective of the spacecraft pro-
' ';- I insertion maneuvers, excluding the orbit trim pulsion subsystem is to provide the impulse re-
i _ which occurs I0 days after insertion and which is qtlirement from a mechanically separable propul-
• ' _,".| included in the total guidance correction _t" value, sion module mated to the flight spacecraR with
are allocated for orbit changes for satellite en- minimal umbilical connections crossing the mutual
_iii counters, periapsis correction, and inclination interface. In addition, it is desired that the module
change in order of decreasing priority. The total be capable of being loaded and serviced prior to
a11otted propellant for post-orbit insertion maneu- spacecraft mating. The module will incorporate
vers is equivalent to a 200-m/s AV. This is required safe/arm mechanizations and design
considered sufficient AV capability to favorably features such that the loaded module may be safely- _.
.':_;:_..| position the spacecraft for observations of Jovian handled by personnel.
!._.)._._ satellites such as Io, Europa, Ganymede, and
- Callisto, and to provide late mission orbit changes. D, Interface Criteria
"h--_-'_'_: Saturn Orbiter Mission characterif,tics are Acceleration, acceleration rate, and environ-
,_,._:_"_":,j summarized in Table 2. The mission is approx- mental considerations are summarized m Table 3,
:_..:,..,_:_ imately 8.5 yr in duration: flight time is 5.5 yr In the spacecraftls fully deployed state, long flex-
., _.._L_ and desired active life m orbit is 3 yr. The total ible booms and antenna are extended and at high-
.',:..,"h':_'-_... guidance correction AV equal to 104 m/s was acceleration levels could deflect appreciably under
:,_:.., _*_ assumed to be the same as that for the Jupiter the inertial loads developed by high retro thrust
.... ._5_i Mission pending completion of the Saturn Orbiter during orbit insertion. Since the deployed append-
;.:-_:._,_._ flight path error ar..tlysis. Orbit insertion A'¢ is ages are designed to be tested at lg on the ground,
•;_i#_-,_-",, equal to 1036 m/s. A post-insertion AV equal to this appears to provide a good upper-limit design
:',_'_#_._*.-r_. 129 m/s is required to encounter the rings of value for propulsion thrust/weight ratio. The onset
, "_.?,a
:_{'" ,_i_ Saturn late in the mission, of thrust, and its decay, is also important since it
;._, ._ _ fixes the rate of elastfc energy development in de-
.-_'_'"s"_" B. Launch Vehicle Availabilit, y ployed appendages and contributes to "/lapping" of
";/" :," , the booms. An ignition thrust profile consisting of
{_':'=:'__I The impact of launch vehicle capability on a 0, 2-g step function followed by a 0.2-g/s ramp
. . outer-planet orbiter missions is unresolved at this up to 0.8 g (I_ef. b), and a 0.2-g/s ramp function
time. Uncertainties as to launch vehicle perfor- during cutoff appears to be adequate to control these
mance, availability of upper stages, and final difficulties when using sulid-propell_mt designs.
spacecraft mass could impact the degree of impor-
tance attributed to spacecraft propulsion perfor- Environmental compatibility requirements for
mance. Figures 2 and 3 from Ref. 5 are carves the Jupiter Mission &re considered :n terms of two
of T-lllD(1205)/Centaur and "l'-IHD(IZOl)/Cent_ur phases: transit and orbital. Etch phase is of
performance with appropriate upper stages, concern to all propulsion candidates. Throughout
Jupiter and Saturn Orbiter spacecraft injected the entire mission, the propulsion subsystem is
mass ranges as a function of C3 a,re superimposed exposed to vacuum storage and operation.
on both curves. 'Ihe T-III(1205)/C/B-II class Of
vehicle provides inadequate or marginal capability During the transit phase, the propulsion sub-
even for a Jupiter Orbiter spacecraft using ener- system will be exposed to gmmnut and neutron
getic onbo&rd propulsion, i, e. 00Fz/BZH 6. Fur- radiation developed by the radioisotope therrno-
thermore, this class of performance i8-ina_eq_&te electric generator (RTG) power source and to
for Saturn Orbiter launch energies. By going to space radiation, The asteroid belt, located
an energetic F2/H 2 upper stage, more than between )_rs and Jupiter. is _iso a pote_tla
4 jls_, ;ro©lude81 Memonnd=m 35-483
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hazard to the propulsion module. During the combination can be derived from the information
_:, orbital phase of the Jupiter Mission, intense Jovian in this table.
_. electron and proton radiation, RTG radiation, and
_ space radiation will exist. E. Development Schedule Requirement
Propellant thermal conditioning is required The probable launch dates of the Jupiter and
", 1A_ _rder to ensure satisfactory propulsion Saturn Orbiters are 1982 and 1984, respectively.
operation. Maximum and minimun_ propellant The technology c_ltoff date would precede the
temperature ranges for each propulsion l_.unch date by 3 yr. This requires propulsion
mechanization are listed in Table 4. The technology to be develoFed by 1979 £or the Jupiter
storage temperature range for each propellar, t Orbiter and by 1981 for the Saturn Orbiter.
, • . : . .° ""
IV. PPOFULSION MECHANIZATIONS STUDIED
A. Sol'.d/Monupropellant Verniers high-accuracy maneuvers. They would also
" provide thrust vector control during hybrid motor
This design is based on a simplified version burn. Characteristics of this design are summ,_r-
• of the Surveyor propulsion concept; cnaracteristics ized in Table 5 and Fig. 5o
: of this design are summarized in Table 5 and are
schematically represented in Fig. 4. The phi- The rnonopropellant vernier subsystem of this
losophy of the solid-pr',pellant/monopropellant pro- mechanization is similar to that for tbe solid/
pulsion subsystem is to provide the bulk of the monopropellant design described earlier.
required energy for the mist "h, which Is needed
during orbit insertion, by a single high-mass- The following description of the hybrid desigv
fraction, high-performance, low-thrust, burn-to- was abstracted from Ref. 3. An attempt has been
completion solid-propellant moto_ . made to simplify the propulsion design as much
as possible and to utilize only those components,
The solid-propellant motor ef this propulsion liquid management techn:ques, and technology
option would be coupled with four throttleable that are fairly ,veil established, The thrust sec-
monopropeilant engines which provide thrust vector tion of the hybrid motor, however, is an extra-
control (TVC) during solid motor operation. The polation of the current state-of-the-art. The
monopropellant engines also provide the precision coolant material in the nozzle design and the
control and multiple restart flexibility for the location of the transpiration coohng gas ports in
-.' small velocity increment, high accuracy, mid- the nozzle represent new technology which will be
course, post-insertion trim, and orbit change investigated in a currently planned NASA contract.
"' maneuvers. The reason for selecting this nozzle design
approach is that the orbit insertion burn time at
,.
During the orbit insertion maneuver, the four 205 s is substantially longer than the useful life
¢: monopropellant engines would be started shortly of currently available ablative nozzles.
before the solid motor to provide an autopilot-
"_ controlled stable spacecraft prior to firing the The selected propellant has been changed for
• . solid motor, Upon command, the solid motor the revised design from FLOX oxidizer and 25
_; would be ignited at a low-thrust level (0. Z g}. lithium/25 lithium hydride/f0 polybutadiene fuel
i'-'! After ignition, the spacecraft acceleration would to oxygen difluoride (OF2) oxidizer and 25 Li/10
:' be increased to a steady-state h:vel, less than LiH/65 PBD fuel. The delivered specific
'7 1.0 g, by a slow increase in thrust, 0, Z g/s. The impulse of those two propellant combinations is
"--:"_ solid motor burn-out would also be characterized equivalent and a high degree of similarity exists
.:..._, by a slow decrease in thrust. After the solid in all other characteristics such that the perfor-
%._ burns to completion, the monopropellant engines mance does not normally change by substituting
"":- can continue operating in order to p,'ovide addi- one combination for the other in a given applica-
_i i tional incremental velocity flexibility, tion. The storability of OFF is somewhat better
than FLOX due to a higher boiling point. The
The preliminary motor design has assumed improved storability may be required to accom-
the use of predicted technology applicable for a modate the final burns assigned to the hybrid
:_[_ 1981-1982 flight (Ref. 7). Because of its greater thruster. However, propellant cost is much higher
_ performance potential, a berylliumized propellant for OF 2.
"'::'_ served as the basis for design. The propellant
:_._ grain configuration is a regressive end-burning The adjustment in the fuel formulation from
,:z._ charge in order to achieve a low and decreasing .ar_.co 65,_ binder is made to provide maximum
_-_ thrust versus time profile _nd therefore maintain performance with OF 2 oxidizer. Peak perfor-
-_ a low and constant acceleration (-1.0 g) on the tnance in the FLOX - Li/LiH/PBD fatally occurs
spacecraft. Also, during ignition a " g-dot" when sufficient oxygen is blended into the oxidizer
_:J igniter (Ref. 8) will provide a soft, slow increase to oxtdize the carbon in the binder to carbon
_ in to accelerate spacecraft to a steady- monoxide. OF 2 is used, oxygenthrust the W_en the is about
!'. ", state level. 30% of the oxidiz¢r by weight and additional carbon
:'e is necessary to react with the oxygen; hence, the
_ The h_uid-propellant port, on of this subsystem maximum performance occurs at 65% binder, i
would use a hydrazine-fueled engine. It is a blow- As in the previous fuel formulation (25 Li/Z5 LiH/
: down design with propellant and pressurant gas 50 PBD), the ratio of Li to LiH is selected to pro-
contained wi.hin a common tank. Neat hydrazine, vide a fuel that quenches rapidly when oxidi_.er flow
N2H 4, or the hydrazJne-hydrazine mononitrate is terminated. Both propellants are supported by
blend, N2H 4 HNO 3 H20, can be used as the mono- extensive test data and the confidence in both is _..
! propellant. Helium pressurant gas is used as on very high. I1 the other propulsion options. i
C. OF_ /BzK 6 Bipropellant Liquid
_ | B. H_brid/N_onoFropellant Verniers
_ _ This subsys{em would employ a single bi-
"_._ This design is functionally similar to the propellant rocket engine fed by fuel and oxidizer
solid/monopropellant vernier concept. A multiple contained in two separate tanks. The propellants
start-stop, high-performance, hybrid motor are mild cryogens; fuel is dibor&ne (B2H&), ,_would the
provide the bulk of the mission's reqttire:l energy and the oxidizer is oxygen difluoride (OF2), -Pro-
(orbit insertion and post-insertion). Small, rela- pellants would be forced into the engine by means
" tively simple, liquid-monopropellgnt engines of helium gas pressurant which would be stored in
would provide precise control and multiple restart high-pressure vessels and subsequently regulated _:_'_,
capability for the small velocity increment, to the d _eired feed pressure through a gas _,
b SPL Technical M_mor_mdum $$-483 _'
\
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pressure regulator. This bipropellant system (NzH4), and the oxidizer is fluorine (Ft), a cryo-
-_ would perform all required propulsive maneuvers, genic. Helium pressurant gas is regulated through
This pr "p,.i_ion candidate represents advanced a pressure regulator to each propellant tank. The
_' liquid-, ct_- development which promises a signi- thrust chamber is a combination monopropellant/
"icantly higher spc lfic impulse [39Z3 N-s/kg bipropellant engine. The engine contains a quantity
400 lbf-s/lbm}] th,.n the other candidates. A of catalyst to initiate and maintain the decomposi-
"_ summary of this d,:-sign is p_ented in Table 5 and tion of the hydrazine. Oxidizer is injected down-
', is schematically represented _ V'ig. 6. stream of the decomposed hydrazine, thereby
achieving blpropellant operation. Small guidance
correction maneuvers (midcourse, pre-,ncounter)
D. Dual-Mode Bipropellant Desz n and propellant settling are performed in the mono-
propellant mode. Large maneuvers, such as
This mechanization employs a single-rocket orbit insertion and in-orbit changes, are per-
engine fed by fuel and oxidizer contained irL two formed using the dual-mode or bipropcllant corn-
separate tanks (Fig. 7). The fuel is neat hydrazine bination. This design is summarized in Table 5.
fJ
%
:., 4 .... •
V. PROPULSION COMPARISON MEal HOD
The hybrid/monopropellant vernier propulsion attributable to fabrication and quality control,
subsystem was first compared with the other pro- relative to the other spacecraft subsystems"
pulsion subsystems on the basis of performance, (Ref. 4). However, as stated in Ref. 4, Planning
cost, and reliability. These comparisons, as will Research Corporation Report 948 {Study of
he shown, did not lead to definite conclusions Reliability Data from In-Flight Spac_
• ) regarding the competitive position of the hybrid/ March 1967) "presents a distribution of failure
-- mono subsystem. Cost-effectiveness techniques causes quite different from those resulting from
were then employed to combine the three basic ground tests of the Surveyor spacecraft. Sixty
parameters- per¢ormance {mass), cost, and percent of the reported in-flight failures from
reliability- into a single cost-effectiveness 2Z5 launched spacecraft (35 programs)were
parameter. This enabled a more effective corn- attributed to 'various aspects of the spacecraft
pariso_. The following section presents the per- design,' twenty percent to manufacture, and
formance, cost, reliability, and cost-effectiveness twenty percent to spacecraft operation. Eighty-
comparisons, five percent of the reported in-fl;ght anomalies
were reported to have little or no effect on the
A. Performance Comparisons accomplishment of the misrion, while only
71 percent of the TFR's during the Surveyor
Propulsion subsystem mass for each mech- testing, were judged to be n3n-mission critical... "
anization arc given in Table 6. The nonprovulsive
payload mass is 685 kg (1450 Ibm) in _ach case and Mechanical designers have typically not used
: the injected mass is allowed to vary as a. result of "standard derating policies or worst-case analy-
the propulsion subsystem mass. The calculations sis techniques, both of which are standard disci-
were done this way because Ref. 1 had defined the plines of the electronic designer. Design margins
payload mass, but uncertainties in the launch of mechanical systems are difficult to verify by
" vehicle prevent definition of the injected mass. testing; whereas electronic systems can be life
i The propulsion system masses are based on the and load tested quickly, easily, and economically"
•_ data of Table 5 and the AV requirements given in (Ref. 4).
Table 6. The mode of operation for providing
each velocity increment is also summarized in Reliability prediction is further complicated
Table 6. The last column in the table shows the by incomplete design knowledge and variations
' difference between the hybrid/rnono and the other resulting from manufacturing processes, mate-
| subsystems. Note that the hybrid/mono has a rial, environment, and functional considerations.
considerable mass advantage over the solid/mono; The use of "safety factors" raises the question of
;., it is equivalent to the dual mode, but has a mass reliability equivalence since there is no one-to-
._ disadvantage when compared with the OF/./B2H 6 one relationship between factors of safety and
"i: bipropellant design, reliability.
B. Cost Comparisons Very poor agreement between mechanical
"' component failure rate data has stemmed from the
•_.,4 Propulsion costs are divided into two cate- lack of agreement between manufacturers and
• "'. gories: (1) nonrecurring or development cost, between manufacturers and users. This, for
': _! and (2) recurring or hardware costs. Cost esti- example, results in solenoid valve failure rates
:_ mates for the four competitive subsystems are distributed over three orders of magnitude.
" !'!-:' given in Table 7. The hybrid propt_|sion subsys-
tern costs are based upon previous work performed To further complicate matters, spacecraft
• ;_ for NASA by United Technology Center and mechanisms have exhibited the disturbing charac-
:_'# McDonnell-Douglas, modified by JPL analysis, teristic "of sometimes degrading with test exper-
_I The costs for the other options are based upon fence and having lower reliabilities associated with
previous JPL work. Note that the hybrid is neither the later tested spacecrafts" (Ref. 4). Failure
the highest nor the lowest cost subsystem, mechanics has almost always used a constant
failure r'te approach in reliability predict.ion.
.:.-.._ C. Reliability Con_parisons This tp,:,mique is inadequate in that time and cycle
_.:_ depe., ency are not included. Moreover, mean-
.] The general subject of predicting mechanical ingful ,ime and cycle dependent data are
component and system reliabilities is extremely unavailable.
difficult and controversial. Problems e _ociated
with reliability analysis and alternati',e ,_proaches Consequently, mechanical component andare documented in Ref. 4. T_ ese difficulties are
summarized in the followin_ _,aragraph._ in order system reliability prediction is difficult at best.
One is faced with the dilemma of either using
to place the ensuing reliab111_y study in proper available low confidence component failure data
context. / or attempting to include meaningful time and
Mechanical component/fAilure causes can be cycle d_pendent parameters for which no data
design, fabrication and quality control, and test _'
"_ and handling. The first problem _o be identified This study will therefore consider a range of
by Ref. 4 concerns the lack of agreement on component reliabilities in order to attempt to
sources of unreliability. Test failure report establish some reliability "ranking" of the alter- _(Tk'R) data from the Surveyor Program indicates native propulsio_ mechanisations. High- and Iow-
_ that "propulsion components generally show a component reliabilities shown in Table 8 will belower percentage of failures attributable to engi- used to make relative comparisons of the pro-
neering and design, and higher percentages pulsion alternat/ves,
8 $PL Technical Memorandum 33-483
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",, Each subsystem component was assumed to Mis_:on worth (W) for this single-phase
be in series with the remaining co.._po_ents _uch mi,,_.on then becomes lO0 units of value. Total
f that propulsion unreliabilities were as_ur_ed to rrission cost per flight(C T) is assu:-_ed at 200
_._. lead to catastrophic failures (negation _f spacecraft mill,on dollars for purposes of this s,udy only.
_' ability to obtain further data). Resulting subsys- The baseline Jupiter Orbiter Mist_ion (Ref. l)is
s tern reliabilities are summarized in Table 9. appro_dmatcly 5 yr in duration. "lhe last propul-
Note that the hybrid/mono subsystem h_s the sion burn occurs approximately 2 yr after orbit
,.' lowest predicted reliability. This is due primarily insertion or 4 yr after launch. Thus, the required
to the large number of components comprising th_ operative lifetime of a propulsion subsystem is
monopropellant vernier subsystem. Eliminatio_l 4 yr. Consequently, the probability-of-success
of this subsystem, then, using simpler methods has a value co.responding to that :_r a 4 yr period.
for TVC and midcourse correction, could !:nprove The Jupiter Orbiter spacecraft was assumed, as
the reliability. Also uote in T_.ble 9 that the dif- in Ref. l, to be a derivative of the Grand Tour
ferences in reliabiJitybetween the subsystems spacecraft, thereby enabling curves of spacecraft
diminishes as greater reliability is achier,eel. probability-of-success as a function of mission
Hence, for !ong-term missions where efforts are time to be generated from TOPS data _qefs. 'and
made to achieve high rel_abil_-Ly,tbe differences ll) and to be used in this study. The probability-
in reliabilitybetwe:_n the alter-_ative subsystems of-success is 64.4T0 for a Grand Tour-type space-
diminish and reliab;lity becomes a less ir_porrant craft, with 68 kg (150 Ibm) of redundancy, 4 yr
/ factor in subsystem -election. This will be shown after launch.
_ quantitatively in the cost-effectiveness aralvsis
::" section. The resultant nominal mission cost effective-
e-:. hess is
_. D. Cost Effectiveness
The comparisons of the alternative subsystems CE =
644)( 1OO) units of mission value
200 MS
_i on the basis of performance (mass), cos'., andreliab.litydo not provide sufficient information
J'" to determine the competitive position of the CE = 0. 322 units of mission value 14_" MS "'
_. hybrid/monopro_ellant vernier system. Cost-
effectiveness techniques provide a means for corn- 2. Cost-Effectiveness Method for Propulsion
• bining these three parameters into a singer parrs- Comparisons. Cost-eHectiveness comparisons
eter, and allows the determination of the design's for spacecraft having different propulsion subsys-
_- relative merit based on a single parameter. Al_o, tems can be made w:.tn Eq. (3) by modifying the
the technique provides a means for determinint_ equation as follows:
I the relative importance of performance, cost,
and reliability. WP P
cE _ (s)
= The four propulsion alternatives were corn- Ce p
pared using the cost-effectiveness method pre-
sented in Ref. 4. This technique is a system_ where
tradeoff analysis involving propulsion subsy._cem
mass, R&D and hardware costs, and reliability. W -- m_sslon worth
The first step in the analysis is to det._rmine thenominal cost-effectiven ss number for the sis- P = propulsion subsystem probability-
sion. Cost effectiveness (CE) is defined as P of-success
._ expected mission return per dollar event:
P = probability-of-success of the rest of
e
Expected sis sion return (I) the spacec raft
CE = Total mission cost per flight
C = propulsion cost
The expected mission return (EMR) in "units P
of val-xe" is defined by the following summation:
• n C e = cost of everything else
EMR =_'=_, PiWi = PIWI + P_W 2 + -.-+ P W
_,_ n n Using the above expression on_ could com-
x=_ pute the relative total cost-effectiveness advan-
(2) tages and disadvantages of the hybrld/mono sub-
system with respect to competing options.
where W i is the worth in "units of value" for the However, such a comparison would not reveal the
_ ith phase of the mission, and Pi is the corre- relative importance of reliability, cost, and per- i
spending spacecraft probability-of-success of formance. Instead, Eq. (5) can be differentiated ,
accomplishing that mission phase, to give
I. Mission Cost Effectiveness. Although Ref. 4 8CE _. . 8CE 8CE. _
analyzed a four-phase mission corresponding _o a &CE = -_-aM _8-_p _Cp  8-_-'a_'p(6)
four-planet Grand Tour Mission, this study, in P
keeping with the limited time available, consid- .
ered a "lumped" or single-phase _upit_._- Orbiter where M is mass and P is equivalent to reliabil-
Mission. Cost effectiveness can then be written ity. The expression of Eq. (6) defines the differ-
as race in cost effectiveness from a haseline, which
in this _Iysis will be taken as the hybrid/mono.
PW The ACE is defined in terms of mass, cost, and .
CE =_'_T (3) reliability. These terms can be calculated ,_
l_ _:
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separately and their relative influen, e noted• In _CE W AP
.... (llj
order to calculate the ACE's, i_.a data to compute AM C T AMthe_'s for mass, cost, and reliability have P
already been presented in Tables 6, 7, and 9.
However, the partial derivativr_, or influence The probability-of-success with 68 kg
coefficients, must be developed. (150 lbm) of redundancy distributed throughout the
spacecraft is 0•644; without redundancy, it is
0.418 (Refs. 4 and ll). The influence coefficient
dCE/¢(" _ and oCE/dRp can be obtained by relating cost effectiveness to redundancy is
d,fft'-'..lat Eq. (3) and substituting the appro-
priat, numc. cal values, dCE/SM is more diffi- ACE :- _100 units)(0. 226)
cult s::,ce it is a function of mission worth, rbe AM (200 MS) (68 kg_
development of these influence coefficients ts P
described ,n the following section.
= 1.66 x 10 -3 units/MS
kg
3. Relative hnportance of Mass or Performance.
The hybrid motor/monopropellant vermer a'_e'_- (0. 753 x 10 -3 units/MS/native is established as the reference subsyslem Ibm ! (12)
because the objective _s to compare the hybri t
with alternatives in order to determine the appli- Addition of redundancy *.o the spacecraft and
cability of hyb lds to planetary missions. Propul- the resultant effect on probability-of-success
.. ,.., sion masses above and below the reference mass over a mass range is not well defined at this time.
+ and resultant mass differc,_ces from Table 6 can The resultant impact L,_ AP/AMass is well sum-
"-' be equated to (1) added missmn capability marized by Ref. 4:
(increased experiments_. (2) increased spacecraft
i probability-of-success through the use of redun- "A straight line.., between the two known
.'." dancy, and (3) reduced cost. points would infer that a constant incre-
ment of reliability can be gained per
pound of mass as mass is added to the
+'. The influence of mass on cost effectiveness spacecraft -- since this cannot be true...
can be determined by taking the total derivative a decreasing dPs/dMass must be
.-:j of CE. "_.'.._ can be done by, first, taking the assumed. "
.+ total differential of Eq. (3) which is a function of
•:_ P, W, and CT: The contribution of mass redundancy to cost
_ effectivenes. _ can be bounded in order to overcome
:_ CIr. -- f,P, W, C,T) the un_o_'n_D/AMass slope problem. Conse-• quently, the cob: effectiveness/redundancy
!::!! dCE = --_-l=y-dP +--_dW _ influence coefficient can be considered, as in: aCE aCE aCE _ (7) Ref. 4, to lie within a range given by 1/6 to 5/6
+ OUT dt_T of the value stated inEq. (12), or
d:.-t
:-_ The total derivative of CE with respect to M is / 0.277 x 10 -3/ kg
• %.%_ (
• ._ dCE aCE dP aCE dW aCE dCT units/M$_
"_i'i_ dl.! - aP dM + _W aM * 3C T dM (8) 0. 126 X 10 -3 Ibm /
[_:t This e_tation shows that a ch=nge in mass (dM) AC_.__E__E= to {13}
_'_ within the total spacecraft system could a(fect AM
y_ changes in (1) spacecraft probability-of-success, P
_"':._,_ dP; (2) mission worth dW; and (3) total mission
"_ cost per flight dC T. Each effect is considered 1. 383 × 10 -3 units/MS
_! below in detail, kg
"_:"":'_ (
_:'-_:,_ a. Influence of mass onincreasedspace- O. 628 X I0 -3 units/MS/
"" craft probabilit_r-of-success. This case considers Ibm /
the allocation of potential savings in propulsion
mass to spacecraft reliability improvement and is Further interpretation of this coefficient will be
analyzed in the following manner, discussed in a later section.
The first term on the right side of Eq. (8) can b. Influence of mass on increased mission
be further reduced by differentiating Eq. (3): capability. This case considers "excess" mass
to be allocated to increased experiments instead
:. aCE W of spacecraft reliability improvement.
_'_'i_ aP - CT (9} Science payload for the 1982 Jupiter Orbiter
_'_ is 87 kg (192 Ibm) (Ref. I). Differences in pro-Then, pulsion mass (Table 6) between the hybrid/mono
. _ and the lightest and heaviest alternative designs
8CE dP W dP
O"_ d--'M = C T dM (I0) range from approximately +52 kg (+I 14 Ibm)(OF2/B_H 6 < hybrid/mono) to -156 kg (-344 Ibm)
(hybrid/mono < Be solid/mono), respectively. !
Equation (I0) can be written in incremental form as These differences can be examined in terms of
additional science payload mass as a result of a i':'
IO JPL Technical Memorandum 33-483
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reduction in propuls[cr, c,-,_ss due to increased payload on the Thermoelectric Outer-Planet
performance or vice versa. In no case would Spacecraft (TOPS) (Ref. 4). This effectively
science mass be lower than the _7 kg (192 lbm) reduces the magnitude of the above influence
required by the m,._sion, coefficient to
A change in cost effectiveness with respect
to a change in missiouwcrth can be shown by ACE _ 2.128 ×10 "3 units/MS
differentiating Eq. (3): AM w 1. 6 kg
aC.._._EE_ P (14)
0W C T = 1.33 X I0 -3 units/MS
kg
_' and (0. 604 × I0 -3 units/MS1"* lbm / (18)
I aCE d_WW P dW (15)
C-'T d---M Note that the magnitude of this coefficient is
%W dM
equivalent to the magnitude of the cost-
Equation (15) can be written in incremental form effectiveness/redundancy coefficient gixen by Eq.
as (13). Thus, the effect of using excess mass for
reliability improvement or increased sc*ent*fie
ACE P AW benefit results in approximately equal cost-
, AM w = _TAM (16) effectiveness benefit to the spacecraft.
,_W/AM is the relation between changes in mis- c. Influence of mass on total mission cost
pe r flight. The effect of mass differences on
sion worth and science payload mass variations total mission cost per flight (Cq,) and cost effec-and is the slope of _he mission worth versus
science payload curve shown in Fig. 8 from Ref. 4. tiveness will now be examined.- Differentiating
The orbiter which is a derivative of the Grand Eq. (3) with respect to C T gives
Tour spacecraft (Rrf. 1) is assumed to have a OCE -WP
mission worth versus science payload curve of (19)
comparable shape. The science payload range OC T CT2
of interest is the region above 87 kg (19Z Ibm)
because propulsion mass is to be traded against and
additional science capability. This range is in
the neighborhood of approximately 91 kg (Z00 Ibm)
plus 45 to 136 kg (100 to 300 Ibm) additional mass. aCE dCT -WP dCT
The slope of the mission worth curve in the 136- aCT dM - _ dM (Z0)
to Z_7-kg (300- to 500-1bin) region is conserva- "T
lively assumed to be one order of magnitude
lower than the final Mopes shown in Fig. 8. This or, in incremental form,
more than compensates for the decrease in cost
effectiveness due to instrument costs. ACE -WP ACT
It is of interest and importance to note that C T
the mission worth curve could conceivably rise as
more experimental payload is added, resulting
in an increasing AW/AM slope. This could be the The effect of this term on Eq. (8) can be
determined by examining its magnitude. Consider
case of a Grand Tour-type spacecraft carrying an
atmospheric probe, or additional engineering the effect to be due to 68 kg (150 Ibm) of mass
experiments could highly enhance the worth of the difference (AM). Assume that the cost differen-
tial due loAM is 1% of C T or Z MS. This estimate
mission. In either case, ifAW/AM were to rise is based on Viking Orbiter design data (Ref. 12).
instead of falling off as additional capability is There are, however, differences between Viking's
added, then hig_ propulsion performance would
be of even greater importance, usage of the data and ours. Viking in effect is
paylvg a certain dollars per pound to reduce the
The influence coefficient relating cost effec- mass of support subsystems in order that this
tiveness to mission worth through additional capa- mass can be used for payload. Our dollar per
pound usage for this case, however, is aimed at
bility is given by reduced cost through reduced development and/or
heavier hardware and so is different fron_ Viking.
ACE [ 0. 644 _ [0.3 units_ The two processes are not equivalent nor are they
_M W - _Z00-'0-_) _0.454 kg/ unrelated. Therefore, as a first estimate the
• Viking data is used to calculate the influence of
= Z. 128 × 10 -3 units/M_ mass on the mission cost.
kg [4CE i (100 units) (0. 644) (_ MS) ,
0.966 × I0"3 Ibm / (17) (200 MS) 2 (68 kg}
io-4_its/M$
However, approximately O. Z7 kg (0.6 Ibm) of = O. 473 × ° kg
structure, telecommunications, and power are /
required to support 0.454 kg (1 Ibm) of science _0.214 X I_ "4 units./M$_ (2Z)lbn_ /
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Thi:; influence coefficient ts seen to be one order 4. Relative ImPortance of Propulaion Costs. A
of magnitude lower than those derived from relia- previous section determined the cost effeeti-_eness
• , bility and scientific benefit considerations, and influence coefficient due to mass. One of the fac-
• _ thus will be neglected in the ensuing analysis, tors investigated was the influence of mass varia-
tion on total mission cost per flight which was
d. Advanced study emphasis on performance, found to be relatively insignificant. In this section
It has been found that influence coefhcients for the influence of propulsion costs on cost effective-
increased spacecraft probability-of-success ness will be computed. Mission cost effectiveness
.. (Eq. i3) and increased mission worth (Eq. 18) are has been defined as
of equivalent magnitude. This implies that both
parameters result in approximately the same mis- PW
sion cost-effectiveness benefit to the spacecraft• CE = C-_ (3')
Also, recall that both influence coefficients are
derived from the cost-effectiveness model stated
in Eq. 13) and are ctependent on "convers,on" or Total mission cost per flight (C T) can be
reallocation of mass to redundancy and increased divided into spacecraft propulsion cost (CF,) and the
cost of everything else (CE), including launch
experiments, respectively. These coefficients, vehicle, spacecraft, operations, etc. Propulsionin effect, attributed a certain "importance" to
cost can be further divided into hardware (CpH)mass within the mission cost-effectiveness model
used in this study. Therefore, a single "mass" and development (CpD) costs. G T can then be
influence-coefficient representative of redundancy written as
and mission worth, equal to the low value given in C T = C E + Cp = G E + GpH 4 CpD (25)Eq. (13), will be used to characterize the cas
where mass is important.
• i Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (3') gives
e. FliGht project emphasis on performance.
} Flight project emphasis on performance is con- CE = PW (26)
'-" strained by cost. Flight programs emphasize low C E + CpH + GpD
cost more than high-propulsion performance and
'" resultant low-propulsion mass. However. this
' a• Development cost. The effect of a
i does not say that propulsion performance and mass change in development cost on GE can be deter-
_, have zero importance; they just have less impor-
-f:_ tance during projects than during advanced studies mined by differentiating Eq. (26) with respect to
-..: since project costs are established without know- GpD:
:_ ledge of all development work required. For
:" _ example, Viking Orbiter "design changes.., are 3C._.__E =
implemented in a stepwise manner, using what 3Cp D
:"_-'I appears to be the most cost-effective [low cost]
"?- _ design changes first, etc. " (Ref. 12). Typical
" _(PW) n,,, _ ,,-
improvements in Viking Orbiter propulsion, which (C E + CpH+ CpD)_- _-- _, CpD )
can increase payload (lander/capsule mass), cost 3Cp D C_p D E+CpH+
from $2900 to $17200 per kilogram ($1300 to $7800 (C E + Cp H + GpD)2
"'_,'" - per pound mass). These design cbanges are sum-
marized in Appendix A. (27)
Assume that changes in spacecraft propulsion
Jupiter Orbiter propulsion hardware cost per development cost have negligible effect on (1)
kilogram (or pound mass) can be determined from expected mission ret_arn PW, (2) cost CE, and
Eq. (13) and Eq. (33) discussed in Section V-D- (3) propulsion hardware cost CpH. Then,
:_:. 4-b:
_-o. :o.and--: o
"_, 8C PD aCpD aCpD
Equation (271 reduces to
[- 78' 300 -I_m) (23) aCE PW I:'W
..... (28)
This ratio is approximately one order of magnitude 8GpD (C E + CpH + CpD)Z CZT
larger than current Viking program expenditure.
Therefore, a single "mass" influence coefficient
equal to one-tenth of the low value of Eq. (131 will The Jupiter Orbiter Mission described in
be used to represent project emphasis on perfor- Ref. 1 was based on a single hunch. By consider-
mance, or a reduced importance of mass" ing a flight unit plus a spare, nonrecurring propul-
(0 sion cost can be spread over two units• The
_CE = 0. 0277 X I0 "3 units/MS resultant development cost influence coefficient
_-'-M kg ill
,anit,/'4 SeE . (,9) :
•01zcxl0-3 Ibm / (24) zcz.l
#
{.
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"l i Propulsion development cost effects on CE The reference hybrid/mono propulsion
can be examined in terms of a unit million dollar subsystem reliability (Rp) is chosen as the base--
, change: line for computation. R_calling that a range of
reliabilities were computed, the influence coeffi-
ACE (0. 644) (100 units) cient corresponding to low-component reliabilities
• """_'_'_"_i' = - i s
ZlZ00 MS)z
ACE 0. 322 units/MS 0. 379 units/MS= -0.805 X 10 -3 (301 ARp----_ 0.8491 = (37)
,,'_'_ b. Hardware cost. The effect of a change in and the influence coefficient corresponding to high-
_, hardware cost on CE can be determined by differ- component reliabilities is
_._ entiating Eq. (26) with respect to CpH:
'_" ACE O. 322 units/MS
HARp_ = 0.9885 : 0.326units/MS
8CpHSCE : (381
6. Cost-Effectiveness Comparisons. Cost-effec-
a(PW) a (CE+CpH+CpD) tJveness comparisons were made on the four corn o(CE +CpH+CpD) a-'_-_pH ° PW a---_-HFH peting subsystems fol the Jupiter Orbiter Mission.
T,_o component reliability extremes were con-
CpD )Z sidered. Also, two extremes representing varying
(CE * CpH + (31) importance of mass were considered. The corn-
Assume that changes in spacecraft propulsion parisons for the resulting four cases are discussed
hardware cost have negligible effect on (l) expected below and a sample calculatior_ is shown in
mission return PW, (21 cost CE, and (3) propulsion Appendix B.
development cost CpD, such that
a. Low-component reliabilities. Table 10
shows the cost-effectiveness comparisons for low
8C E 8CpD component reliabilities when mass is important.
a(PW) = 0, = 0, and -- : 0 The table shows percent cost-effectiveness dif-
8CpH 8CpH 8CpH ference from the reference hybrid/mono system.
Note th;_t the differences are of the order of 8 to
Equation (311 is then reduced to 12% of the total mission cost effectiveness, which
is enough of a variation to provide meaningful
conclusions. Also note that the mass and reliabil-8CE PW PW
8Cp---'--H= - (C E + Cp H + CpD)Z = " _ ity cost-effectiveness differences are generallyC T much more significant than cost. This is true for
(321 most of the comparisons. For the comparison of
Table I0, the hybrid is seen to be midway between
Hardware cost effects on CE are analyzed in a the Liquid and solid alternatives, with the liquid
fashion similar to development cost. _hus, in alternatives having a definite superiority. Note
terms of a unit million dollar change in propulsion that the superiority is primarily due to the better
reliability of the liquid subsystems, For this --hardware cost:
case, where the component reliabilities are low,
ACE -(0. 644) (I00 units) the spread between the reliability values is large
= resulting in the large differences in the cost-
(200 MS) _ effectiveness component due to reliability.
= -1.61 X 10 .3 units_M_ (331 Table II shows the case where low-component
rel/abilities have again been assumed, but now mass
5. Relative Importance of Reliability. Changes is considered less important. Mass :ould be con-
in propulsion affect GE as follows. Spacecraft sidered less important if, for example, excess
prohabllity-of-success (P) can be considered as a launch vehicle capability were available. This case
product of propulsion reliability (Rp) and the is the only one in which the hybrid is not competitive ,-
reliability of everything else (RE): with at least one of the alternate subsystems. All
other systems are superior. Note that the only dif-
P = RER p (_4) ference between this table and the previous one is inthe mass-related coat-effectiveness numbers which _
have been reduced by an order of masnitude. Si,lce
Equation (3) can then be written as the hybrid/mono option Is • hish performing subsye-
tom with low rel•tive reliability, it f•rea poorly in
WRER p comparison with the other •ltern&tlve8 for this case. " '_
C_ = _T (3S) b. High-compoaent relinbilities. The assump-
tion of low reliability, •o discussed in the previous
Differenti&tin 8 Eq. (35) with respect to Rp 8ires . section, i8 open to question for the missions of
interest. These missions •re of very Ion8 dur•tion
thLt wiU reqnire hi8h roliadDility for their •ccorn-
WP pllshmont. Thus, efforts oat those prolr0au0 will
OCE W_ _TT be to &chievs hijh reU_bility. The following two1W" = : b-- (36) &ssoOsmont8. bleed on the hilh reliability •soump-
-.,p -.p tlon, •re therefore more roaLliet/c.
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]able 12 shows the case where high reasonable assumption than low reliability. Also,
reliability has been assumed in conjunction with the case of mass being important is more realistic
the assumption that mass is of reduced importance, than the case where mass is of reduced importance.
.." Not_ that the reliability numbers are now relatively The latter assumes more than adequate launch
low. ]his is due to the small differences between vehicle capability, which wlth the uncertaintles in
• ; the high reliability numbers. That is, as high launch vehicles could prove to be a bad assumption.
: reliability is strived for, the cost-effectiveness And if technology were developed which did not
.... diffel ences due to r_liability between alternative emphasize the importance of mass, or the need
"' '."" designs becomes _, _s. These low numbers cam- for improved propulsion subsystem performance,
bined _ith the low .aass-related cost-effectiveness then the advanced technology program may not
.. numbers result in 'total cost-effectiveness d_ffer- provide the propulsion necessary for the mission.
ences _xhich are qaite small. Thus, for this case Thus, the advanced technology program must be
all subsystems are competitive, directed with the assumption that spacecraft mass
is important. For this case, as shown by Table 13,
the hybrid/mono is seen to be superior to the
Tht final comparison, shown ir Table 13, is beryllium solid/mono, equivalent to the dual--mode
probably the most realistic. The assumptions for liquid, and is slightly inferior to the OF2/diborane
it are that the subsystems must have high reliabil- liquid. It can therefore be concluded that th. _
ity and that mass is important. The high reliability hybrid/mono is competitive with the alternative
assumption has already been shown to be a more subsystems for the mission,
. _....:[
I
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VI. HYBRID PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT REQUIRENIENTS
The previous analys's and comparisons were other propulsion alternatives. Table 14 shows
based upon the hypothesis that each of the propul- that only the OFz/diborane liquid design is com-
sion options canbe made to function within the petitive with the hybrid, but the hybrid is only
c_nstraints of the missions. There are two basic approximately 3% superior to the dual-mode al-
technology requirements which v ust be satisfied ternative. If the performance of the hybrid can
by the hybrid/mono des:gn in order to establish also be improved to 39Z3 N-s/kg (400 Ibf-s/:bm),
feasibility: then the hybrid increases 1.9% in_CE as shc_wn
by Table 15; however, some of this advantage may
(I) A nozzle must be developed to operate be lost due to increases in cost and reduce(_ re-
I for the long burn titres under conditions liability. In summary, the developr,_ent require-
of multiple restart, ments for the hybrid are:
(Z) The fuel grain must withstand long-term (l) Nozzle for long burn times _.-d multiple
space storage conditions, restarts.
tn order for the hybrid option to develop into (Z) Space storable fuel grain.
a superior subsystem, it is clear that the mono-
propellant vernier subsystem must be eliminated.
This would increase both the reliability and per- (3) Thrust vector control•
formance of this design• To accomplish this will
require a thrust vector control subassembly and a
throttling or dual-thrust capability for the hybrid. (4) High-accuracy, low-thrust capability for
If the hybrid could be so developed, its schematic trajectory correction maneuvers.
diagram would be as shown in Fig. 9, Compari-
sons were made of this hybrid design with the (5) Improved I
sp
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VII. CONC LUSIONS
6
, The basic conclusions of the study are: accurate dual-thrust, capability, the
hybrid subsystem could be superior to the
(l) The hybrid/monopropellant vernier alter- solid/mono and the dual-mode liquid and
f" native is competitive with competing bi- directly competitive with the OFg/diborane
; ": propellant liquid-propulsion subsystems liquid design.
_l and superior to the Be solid/mono option.
These conclusions are based on the need for high
(2) If the monopropellant vernier subsystt-n reliability and when the launch vehicle does not
is replaced with a TVC subsystem and provide excess capability.
• ]
• .- f|
r
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i VIII. TOPICS NOT COVERED BY STUDY
_S' "_ Topics not detailed in this stvdy are Tile Jupiter Orbiter spacecraft was assumed
_'._Y'_ development risk, materials compatlbihty, and as in Ref. 1 to be a derivative of the Gr_nd Tour
Grand Tour technology spin-off. Development flyby spacecraft. In spite of this, no att.,n_pt has
". risk for each propulsion alternative ha_ not been been made during this study to account for fore-
fully evaluated beyond estimated R&D cost re- s_.eable propulsion developments which could ben-
. quired for a successful technology dernonstra*lon, efit orbiter propulsion. The long life in space
The probability-of-success Gf develo_:.ng a long monopropellant hydrazine technology that will re-
"_'. burn time berylliumized solid-propellant mo_.or, a bult from the outer-planet flyby missions has not
,_:, long burn time hybrid nozzle, an OFz/diborane been applied to appropriate propulsion alternatives
_ engine assembly, a dual-mo_e bipropellant en- considered in rials stud/, nor has the hydrazine
_;" sine, temperature-actuated propellant valves, attitude propulsion subsystem with its propellant
etc., is cliff;cult tc assess at this time. Even sharing features been included in the study.
though certain propellants (for example, com-
posite solid propellants, neat hgdrazine, etc.} Only one type of hybrid propulsion was con-
have less severe material compatibility problems sidereal in this study. It was assumed to be most
than their more energetic counterparts, no factor representative of high-performance designs.
was included in the cost-effectiveness comparison However, there are other candidate hybrid sgs-
to quantify this aspect, terns which should be evaluated in the future
JPL _ idemoHmdmn$J_18] 1?
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Table I. Jupiter Orbiter Mission characterishcs
Nominal launch Dec. 25, 1981 to Jan. 8, 1982
Arrival date Jan. 25, 1984
Flight time, day'_ 753 ±8
Launch evorgy (C3) , kmZ/s 2 85
Orbit dimensions 4 × 98.8 Jupiter radii
Orbital period, days 45.4
Active life in orbit, yr 3
: " " • Propulsion
-: Parameter _V require- Time accuracy,
'. ment, m/s m/s
-'4
>-_ Total guidance correction allocation 104
Midcourse (18) Launch +7 to 10 days 0. l
:--_.._
_i.-"_! Pre-encounter (21) Encounter - 40 days 0.1
'" :':'_ Orbit trim (65) !nsertion days O. 1
-'_.:_.
,.'_,,,i."_... Orbit insertion, nominal 1477 Jupiter encounter 7.5
_'"- Minimum (1461)
., -,
.... "•..,_ Maximum (1488)
,_'|
./..y.:,_ Post insertion maneuvers allocation 200
_'-_ _Insertion + 43 to 46 days_
_._.?_! Satellite encounters --- | 0.1
=._;.._._ {Periapsis + 12 h
:_. "i Major orbit change --- Insertion + 2 yr 0. I
• ._: Total requirement 1781
_:
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Table 2. Satu Gr ter Mission characteristics
Nominal launch Jan. q t._ F* 1984
• Arrival date Aug. 1, 1989
Flight time, days 2025 ±8
Launch energy (C3). km2/s 2 123
Orbit dimensions 3.5 × 120 S_turn radii
Orbital period, days 85. 1
Active life in orbit, yr 3 (desired)
1 (minimum)
_V requirement, m/s
Total guidance correction allocation 104
Orbit insertion 1036
Ring encounter 129
Total _V requirement 1269
Table 3. Interface criteria
Interface parameter Jupiter orbiter Saturn orbiter
Acceleration, g
Initial, step 0. 2 0.2
Maximum 1.0 1.0
Acceleration rate. g/s
I_fition O. Z O. Z
Cutoff 0. Z 0.2
Radiation environment
RTG Gamma. neutron Gamma, neutron
Space Protons Protons
Planetary Electron, proton ?
Space storage, yr 5 8
Geometrical constrain _. _. 35-m (I I -ff) diam _. 35-m (I l-ft) diam
Titan shroud Titan shroud
Temperature environment See Table 4 See Table 4
JPI. Technical Memo_,sndum 33-483 19
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Table 4. Propellant temperatures
Temperature, K ('F, _
Propulsion alternative
Minimum Maximum
Hybrid/monopropellant verniers
!
N2H 4 monopropellant 278 440) 306 (90)
+, FLOX 56 (-360) lOC 4-280)
or
OF 2 56 (-360) 156 (-18_)
._ Fuel grain 233 (-40) 317 (110)
: Solid/monopropellant verniers
:;' Be solid motor 233 (-40) 317 (110)
+.-_
-%" Hydrazine nitrate 261 (I0.) 306 (90)
•_ OF2/B2H 6 bipropellant liquid
:'_; ] OF 2 56 (-360) 156 (-180)
• _._ B2H 6 117 (-250) 222 (-60)
__ F2/N2H 4 dual mode
• "j
;_ F 2 56 (-360) 100 (-280),:..+_t
_i_ N2H 4 278 (40) 306 (90)
.i
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'_ Table 6. Jupiter Orbiter propulsion subsystem masses
(
( Injected P ropu!sion Mass difference
"_ P ropulsion alternative mass, mass, from hybrid/mono,
, kg (lbm) kg (lbm) kg (lbm)
i
• .|
. • Hybrld/mono
Mode Q 1Z15 {_-677) 557 (1227) 0
Solid/mono
Mode Q 1372 (3021) 713 (1571) -156 (-344)
OF 2/B2H 6 b_propellant 1164 (2563) 505 (1113) +52 (+ 114 I
F 2/NzH 4 bipropellant
Q 1213 (2671) 554 (1221) +3 (+6)Mode J
(-) Indicates a heavier subsystem than the hybrid/mono.
: (+) indicates a lighter subsystem than the hybrid/mono,
Payload mass : 685 kg (1450 Ibm).
, Jupiter Orbiter AV requirement, m/s:
! Pre-insertion = 39
•4 Orbit insertion = 1477
:', Orbit trim = 65
-_ Orbit change = 200
"5
.._ Total = 1781
" C)"_ Mode - Pre-inserticn AV clone with movopropellant. Orbit insertion, orbit trim, and
":_i orbit change AV done with combination.
®-._ Mode - Pre-insertion, orbit trim, and orbit change _V done with monopropellant. Orbit
i._. " insertion AV done with combination.
".=--,_.
. : ,;-
_,'._ Table 7. Propulsion cost estimates
.._
Total cost
:i';;i_!i R &D cost, MS
Hardware two flights
•:-.;. Propulsion alternative Low High cost,
-:_ MS high reliability,
_-!_: reliability reliability MS
"_.-_. Hybrid/monopropellant vernier 16 18.5 4.5 27.5
• ' Hybrid 11 3
Monopropellant vernier 5 I. 5
Be solid/monopropellant vernier 11. 5 14 3.5 Z 1
Be solid 6.5 2
Monopropellant vernier 5 1.5
:!4
F2/N2H 4 bipropellant 19. S 2 I.25 4.5 30.25
_]I 22 $PL Technical Memorandum 33-483 i. .
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fTable 8. of reliabillties a
Summary component
* _" Com ponent Low H_ gh
?_ Solenoid valve:
"a-
,_ Monopropellant 0. 990 0. 9996
Bipropellant valve as:_embly 0. 985 0. 9994
Pressure regulator 0. 994 0. 9996
Bipropellant TCA 0. 996 0. 9997
Helium lines, fittings, connections 0.9980 0 99985
Relief valve 0. 9984 0. 99985
Nitrogen lines, fittings, connections 0. 9985 0. 99990
Monopropellant lines, fittings, connections 0.9992 0.99994
Bxpropellant lines, fittings, connections 0. 9985 0. 99990
NO/NC valve 0. 9990 0. 99990
Fill valve 0. 9994 0. 99992
Pressurant tank 0. 9996 0. ?9995
Fuel tank 0. 999"1 0. 99996
Monopropell,_nt TCA 0. 99985 0. 99997
Pressure transducer 0. 99985 0. 99997
Filter 0. 99988 0. 999972
Temperature transducer 0. 99988 0. 999972
Be solid motor b 0. 990 0. 995
Hybrid motor c 0. 9930 0. 9980
Gimbal subassembly 0. 9950 0. 9999
a Reference 4.
b Reference 9. _.
c Reference lO.
ffPL Technical Memorandum 33-483 23
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Table 9. Propulsion reliability estirr.etes
Propulsion alternative Low High
tiybrid/monopropellant 0. 8491 0. 9885
Hybrid 0. 9529 0. 9947
Monopropellant vetniers 0. 8911 0. 9938
Solid/monopropellant 0. 8821 0. 9888
Solid motor 0. 990 0. 995
Monopropellant verniers 0. 8911 0. 9938
• : OF2/B2H 6 0. 9240 0. 9943
t
1
Fg/N2H 4 0. 9213 0.9937
-.':" .
• -_
--. :._._ Table 10. Cost-effectiveness comparisons: mass is important, low-component reliabihties
.?:.(_,
_CE, %
ii!..i;" ompar on
C is
parameter
Be solid/mono OF2/B2H 6 liquid Dual-mode liquid Hybrid/mono
li!)l Mass - 13.42 +4.47 +0.26 0
R&D cost  1.12-1.50 -0.88 0
Hardware cost + _. 50 +0.25 0 0
Reliability + .89 8.82 8.50
Total _CE - ¢.9: +12.04 +7.88 0
(+) &CE signifies advantage with respect to hybrid/rnono.
• (-) _CE signifies disadvantage with respect to hybrid/mono.
•_ ....
, y..'..
..W 1
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. Table 11. Cost-effectiveness comparisons: reduced mass importance, low-component reliab_litiesACE, %
Comparison
parameter
Be sohd/mono OF2/B2H 6 Hquia Dual-mode liqmd Hybrid/mono
Mass - 1.34 +0.45 +0.02 0
R&D cost +l. 12 -1.50 -0.8b 0
Hardware cost +0.50 +0.25 0 0
Reliability +3.89 +8.82 +8.50 0
Total ACE +4. 17 +8.02 +7.64 0
(+) ACE signihes advantuge with respect t , hybrid/mono.
(-) _tCE signifies disadvantage with respect to hybrid/mono.
Table 12. Cost-effectiveness comparisons: reduced mass importance, high-component rellabilities
_CE. %
Comparison
parameter Be solid/mono OF2/B2H 6 liquid Dual-mode liquid Hybrid/mono
Mass -I. 34 +0.45 +0.02 0
R&D cost +I.12 -1.31 -0.69 0
Hardware cost +0.50 +0.25 0 0
Reliability +0.03 +0.59 +0.53 0
Total ACE +0.31 -0.02 -0.14 0
(+) ACE signifies advantage with respect to hybrid/mono.
(-) ACE signifies disadvantage with respect to hybrid/mono.
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Table 13. Cost-effectiveness comparisons: mass is important, high-component reliabilities
ACE, %
Comparison
parameter Be solid/mono OF2/B2H6 liqmd Dual-mode hquid ttybrid/mono
Mass - 13.42 +4.47 +0.26 0
R& D cost + 1.12 -1.31 -0.69 0
Hardware cost + 0.50 +0.25 0 0
Reliability + 0.03 ¢0.59 +0.53 0
: Total ACE - 11.77 +4.00 +0. 10 0
{+) ACE signifies advantage with respect to hybrid/mono.
"-;2
' (-) ACE signifies disadvantage with respect to hybrid/rnono.
,
.i
.!
"_,I Table 14. Hybrid comparison: mass is important, high-component reliabilities
":'_! ACE, %
_., _. "_
'@_,:'1 Comparison ,,
::ii !! !" parameter
{ Be solid/mono OF2/BzH 6 liquid Dual-mode liquid Hybrid
Mass -15.92 +I. 98 -2.24 0
;;]" R&D cost + 1. 17. -1.31 -0.69 0
Hardware cost + O. 25 0 -0.25 0
.._.] Reliability 0.5 #_ 40.01 -0.05 0
• ',i
• -]
Total ACE -15.09 +0.68 -3.23 0
(+) ACE signifies advantage with respect to hybrid. _.
(-) ACE signifies disadvantage with respect to hybrid.
Hybrid lap -- 3805 -_g _ i mb'm'-]" i
Hybrid mass fraction : 0.84.
,_.j
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Table 15. Hybrid comparison (improved hybr.;d Isp): mass is important, high-component reliabllitl,_s
_cE, %
Comparison
parameter
Be solid/mono OFz/BzH 6 liquid Dual-mode liquid Hybrld
Mass -17.89 0 -4. Zl 0
RbD cost + 1. 12 -1.31 -0.69 0
Hardware cost + 0. Z5 0 -0.Z5 0
Reliability -0.54 +0.01 -0.05 0
Total ACE -17.06 -1.30 -5. Z0 C
(+) AGE signifies advantage with respect to hybrid.
(-) ACE signifies disadvantage with respect to hybrid.
Hybridlsp 3923-_ (400 lbf-s_= Ibm ]"
Hybrid mass fraction = 0.84.
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.' APPENDIX A
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-'. • ,., TYPICAL VIKING ORBITER IMPROVEMENTS TO INCREASE PAYLOAD
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fTable A-I. Typical orbiter improvenmnts that can increase
payload (lander/capsule mass) (Ref. 12)
Cost of increased _.a|)su!e nla5s
Orbiter design option a
$/kg $/Ibm
•-- Substitute helium for nitroge for 2900 1300
"* propulsion pressurization ,ten-,
Increase nozzle area ratio z_ om 4400 to 6600 2000 to 3000
-,:° 40:1 to 60:1
t
_/ Utilize lightweight solar cell 6200 2800
materials
-_ Improve propulsion pressurant tank 7300 3300
strength by heat-treating the
titanium spheres
Utilize programmed pitch maneuver 4400 to 6400 2000 to 2900
vs fixed pitch during orbit
insertion
Increase nozzle area ratio from 5100 to 15200 2300 to 6900
60:1 to 80:1
Select only higher performance 17200 7800
injectors
Fabricate propulsion pressurant 11000 5000
tanks of boron filament
Use lightweight solar cell/structure 14500 6600
array
Reduce cold gas system r_ flundan_y 27500 co 275000 12500 to 125000
a Ranked in the order of preferred implementation including cost, system impact,
schedule risk, and mission risk.
1.0 I I I I I0000 -1-]20000
0.8 _ooo
0
,.2 I
U
0.6 6ooo o>:
04 _00 _6
z 0.2 200o
U
0 0 0
50 IQO 150 200 250
Ibm
I I I I I I I
0 20 40 60 80 ioo
DESIRED INCREASE IN CAPSULE MASS, kg ._
Fig. A-I. Costs of orbiter improvements to
increase lander/capsule mass
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, SAMPLE COST-EFFECTIVENESS CALCULATION
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_-'_"" At'PENDIX B. SAMPLE COST-EFFECTIVENESS CALCULATION
"_'_'!. Examine the dual-mode bipropellant design -Z.21 × 10 -3 umts
_'_ and cor sider the case for which mass is impor- MS
%_,_; tant anJ the subsystem has components with highreliability.
(-2.21 X 10 -3 units/MS)(100)
"_ Mass %ACE : -0.69%:._ 322 X 10 -3 umts/M$
AM - 557 - 55't 3 kg Hard_are Cost
( ' units/MS . , ,XepH = 4.5 - 4 5 = 0 MSACE : 0.277 X 10 ("M)
units/MS\ IAC )
0.277 X 10 -3 units/MS1 ACE -- -1.61 X 10 -3 : 0
•_ , -_g .1 (3 kg) M$ J' "PH
"_ %ACE -- 0:%
#' -3 units
_ 0.831 X 10 M$
Reliability
::" (0.831 × 10 -3 units/MS)(100)
,-_; %ACE = ARpL 0.9937 - 0.9885 - 5.2 × 10 -3
.,;" 32;' X 10 -3 units/iriS =
_e'_ +026% ( units_ -AGE = 0. 326 _](ARpL)1
';_ R& D Cost
.__ : ( units0. 326 _@s)(5. 2 X 10 -3 )
_'i ACpD = 21.25 - 18.5 - 2. 75 M$
: 10 - 3 unit__..._s
units/MS = +1.70 X
_ ACE = -0.805 x 10 -3 MS {ACpD}
_. (1.70 X 10 -3 units/M$){100,_
"_ = (-0.805 X 10 -3 units/M_l (2.75 MS) %ACE = -- +0.53%MS J 3ZZ X 10 -3 units/MS
o5
o
I
_i
d
')
1
2
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